SHERATON FOUR POINTS LUXURY APARTMENTS
DEVELOPER

- Alphanam Group is the leading private Corporation in Vietnam with nearly 20 years operating in Vietnam market. The subsidiaries of Alphanam Group: Alphanam Real Estate, Alphanam E&C, Fuji - Alphanam, Kansai - Alphanam, Toto – Alphanam

- Alphanam real estate is the professional leaders in the field of real estate in the country
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PROJECTS DEVELOPED BY ALPHANAM

DIAMOND TOWER – DA NANG

SAKURA APARTMENT – 49 VUTRONG PHUNG

ALPHANAM NEW PARK CITY

MOMOTA APARTMENT – 151 NGUYEN DUC CANH
Building overview information:

- Total Area: 5491 m²
- Construction density: 40%
- Total floors: 33 floors, 2 basements
- Total apartments: 232 apartments (1 to 2 bedrooms)
- Size: from 60m² to 100m²
- Facilities: Swimming pool, gym, spa, restaurants, coffee shop, children’s playing ground, …
Location:

- Located right on the frontage of Vo Nguyen Giap Road
- Very near Pham Van Dong Beach
- Easily connect to the entertainment areas in the city center and seaside
TRAFFIC CONVENIENCE

- **Son Tra Peninsula**: 8 minutes
- **Center City**: 5 minutes
- **Linhd Ung Temple**: 10 minutes
- **Asia Park**: 4 minutes
- **Han River Bridge**: 3 minutes
- **Danang Intl Airport**: 8 minutes
- **My Khe Beach**: 1 minute
- **Hoi An Old City**: 30 minutes
UNIT NO 02 - 1 BEDROOM

The view from the unit
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UNIT NO 09 - 1 BEDROOM

The view from the unit
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UNIT NO 01 - 2 BEDROOM

The view from the unit
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UNIT NO 03 - 2 BEDROOM

The view from the unit
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UNIT NO 05 - 2 BEDROOM

Hướng nhìn từ căn số 5
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UNIT NO 06 - 2 BEDROOM

Hướng nhìn từ căn số 6
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UNIT NO 07 - 2 BEDROOM

Hướng nhìn từ căn số 7
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UNIT NO 08 - 2 BEDROOM

Hướng nhìn từ căn số 8
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UNIT NO 10 - 2 BEDROOM
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Applying the concept of the neo-classical style design, The walls, interior equipments were carefully chosen in order to optimize space usage
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MODERN DESIGN STYLE

Designed in a modern style brings a youthful, flexible but equally sophisticated and elegant feeling for every apartment
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Four Points Hotel by Sheraton, with the scale of 390 room with modern décor and rich amenities, is managed by one of the most luxurious hotel groups in the world - Starwood
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